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Gangs Force Hospital to Close 
 

I really didn’t have a Journal ready for today…until yesterday afternoon when a Journal reader 

sent me a link to a Miami Herald article that was upsetting. Here is the headline 
 

A kidnap gang stole a maternity hospital’s new generator in Haiti. Now it has to close 
BY JACQUELINE CHARLES UPDATED JANUARY 14, 2022 7:02 PM 
 

For the past three years, Sainte Croix Hospital, a rural 90-bed medical facility south of Haiti’s 

capital with the only maternity and neonatal wards for miles, has endured almost every 

emergency imaginable in a country besieged by clashing armed gangs and economic collapse. 

Life and death decisions over who gets the last supply of oxygen before new tanks arrive by boat. 

Subsidized medical care because those needing it can’t afford the symbolic $3.50 specialist fee, 

much less the taxi ride to its front door in rural Léogâne. Postponed medical procedures because 

of power blackouts, a lack of fuel or a broken generator. While none had managed to force the 

hospital’s closure, the latest crisis has. On Wednesday, kidnap gangs from an hour east in the 

Port-au-Prince neighborhood of Martissant heisted the hospital’s delivery truck along with its 

two drivers and newly purchased — and still not yet paid for — $38,000 generator, forcing the 

hospital leadership to do what they had long resisted: close their doors. “We have no choice,” 

said the Rev. Jn Michelin St. Louis, director of the hospital, which is run by the Episcopal Church. 

“It’s with a heavy heart that we are making this decision because we know it will have disastrous 

consequences. We know a lot of people will die, but we really do not have a choice.” 
 

With nurses and doctors forced to use the flashlights on their cellphones to provide care to 

patients, St. Louis announced that Sainte Croix is closing — unless staff can get a new generator 

donated, or the gangs are benevolent enough to return the stolen 120-kilowatt one they are 

holding hostage for ransom. (On Thursday, the two drivers were released after being robbed of 

their valuables and told that if they wanted their truck and the generator, they would have to 

return with money.) 
 

“When people come, we are telling them that we cannot receive them because we have no 

electricity,” St. Louis said, noting that there are 55 hospitalized patients who are slowly being 

discharged. “Those who are already here, we will continue to provide care until we discharge 

them so that we can close the hospital’s door.” What it means, he and one of his doctors said, is 

that the region’s sick who have long relied on the hospital will have to seek assistance elsewhere 

in the south, risk dying at home, or cross gang territory to get help in Port-au-Prince. “People will 

be in great difficulty,” said Dr. Pierre Wilson Romestil, an obstetrician-gynecologist who has 

worked at the hospital for the past six years. “We are like the General Hospital of the Great South, 

and when you consider the negative consequences of closing, it’s really hitting us hard.” 
 

Life here in our neighborhood in Delmas had been fairly calm and stable. Gas is available. No major 

interruptions in daily life. Yet, we still feel like prisoners, unable travel outside of Port-au-Prince for a day 

the countryside or the beach. The roads outside the city are controlled by the gangs and are too dangerous.  


